
About the Designer:

Jonathan Charles Fine Furniture is the vision of Jonathan Sowter, 
an English furniture designer who excels at the art of fine antique
reproduction. Though Jonathan draws inspirations from original antiques
he discovers in his travels, his unique twists create contemporary
translations of vintage treasures. With a keen eye for the smallest details, 
Jonathan employs traditional, hand-crafted techniques to create the most 
visually-stunning and intricate designs. As Jonathan always says, 
“It’s all in the detail…” 

Preview
SPRING 2016 HIGH POINT MARKET

March 2016 – High Point, NC – High-end occasional 
furniture manufacturer Jonathan Charles readies for Spring 2016 

High Point Market with their new introductions. Boasting 
approximately 150 new pieces from various collections, such 

as William YeoWard Collected, Artisan, Curated, Indochine, and 
Monte Carlo, founder and designer Jonathan brings a global flair 

to his eclectic mix of products. In line with their philosophy, “It’s all 
in the detail,” the introductions feature graceful embellishments 

that personalizes each piece, whether it’s decorative 
quatrefoil wood panels that adds depth to a buffet or 

gold leaf on the back of a painted chair. Each piece, down to 
the hardware which is custom-cast in their in-house foundry, 

is handcrafted by artisans at Jonathan Charles’ 
factory, which employs over 1,200 craftsmen specializing in 

various techniques and production area.

Inspired by midcentury Italian design, the Architectural Three-Top Round Coffee Table 
features three circular tabletops in light washed oak finish designed to create a floating 

effect through its silver metal support base.

495657 
ARCHITECTuRAl THREE-TOP 

ROuNd COffEE TABlE 

from the Curated Collection, the Chest of drawers in Greyed Oak displays a beautiful light 
grey color that complements the Carrara white marble top. Two square drawer pulls in 
patinated brass on each of the three drawers complete the look. 

495652-GO 
CHEST Of dRAwERS IN 
GREyEd OAK

from the Curated Collection, the Chest of drawers in Greyed Oak displays a beautiful light 
grey color that complements the Carrara white marble top. Two square drawer pulls in 

patinated brass on each of the three drawers complete the look. 

495627-EBF-MAZO 
REGENCy EBONy CuRvEd 
BACK BENCH 

from the Belgravia Collection, the Oval dining Table in figured Eucalyptus is an impressive 
centerpiece. At 96” long, the dining table features a striking high sheen figured eucalyptus 
wood finish that shines beautifully with the stainless steel details along the banding and 
atop the X-framed base.

495671-96W-BEC 
OvAl dINING TABlE 
IN fIGuREd EuCAlyPTuS  

from the Monte Carlo Collection, the Three-Seat Sofa with Gilded Carving fromJonathan 

Charles is upholstered in a neutral botanical print fabric that complements the sofa’s 
traditional silhouette. Ornate wood carvings finished in gold leaf add a ritzy touch. 

495599-BMA 
REGENCy EBONy CuRvEd 

BACK BENCH 

 
from the Architect’s House Collection, the Architectural Hexagon Top Coffee Table 
features a set of six hexagonal shaped tables that can be customized to create different 
configurations thanks to its symmetric edges. Inspired by classic danish midcentury style, 
the coffee table is shown in a light oak finish.

Three tables grouped

495636-BLS 
NESTING CuBE TABlES

Covered entirely in delicate eggshell inlay, the Nesting Cube Tables 
consist of five varying sizes and colors to show Jonathan Charles’ breadth 

of craftsmanship capabilities. Each piece fits neatly under each other like Russian 
nesting dolls.

The formal Black Painted display Cabinet is comprised of a black painted exterior and 
grey painted interior. Its two glazed doors flanked with brass handles open to reveal three 
glass shelves and LED interior lighting.

495632-BLA 
fORMAl BlACK PAINTEd 
dISPlAy CABINET  

495660 
ARCHITECTuRAl HEXAGON 
TOP COffEE TABlE 

492988-GO 
TudOR STylE 

GREyEd OAK BuffET 

Jonathan Charles’ Regency Ebony Curved Back Bench from the windsor Collection 
features three repeating regency style seat backs and decorative gold leaf accents along 
the black painted wood frame. 


